Ending cancer as we know it
We will stay involved because for the first time in 46 years there is some real movement in collaboration and, with that, new hope.”
IMPACT
a response to the lack of a cohesive, comprehensive and timely approach to prevention, detection, diagnosis, research, and care.
a response on behalf of every patient, every family, every community having to deal with a cancer diagnosis and the complex and confusing maze they must navigate thereafter.
We are creating the cancer research and health care system that people think we already have.
platform
OUR PRINCIPLES

1. Share data and knowledge
2. Ensure affordable access to the best in care for all people
3. Bring patients into the design of our research and care systems
4. Reduce disparities in cancer outcomes
5. Put progress ahead of personal gain
6. Find new solutions, disseminate
7. Help people navigate their cancer journey
Informed and guided by expert advice and experience
A Response to Roadblocks
The Biden Cancer Initiative Colloquium gathered experts to discuss obstacles preventing access to care at the AACR Annual Meeting.

by Kevin McLaughlin

0 Comments
Mobilize the cancer patient and advocacy community around key priorities and coordinate specific action steps

Promote and share best practices and collective ways to address common problems

Access to care, financial toxicity, and clear communications were among the top concerns patient advocacy groups, according to a survey conducted by the Collaborative.
**iNSPIRED**

"On April 21st, 2017, I heard the "C" word. I turned to my faith and decided I am on this journey for a reason: to be the light, to fight, to inspire, and to show people you can do anything you believe in. I am CancerFIERCE. Because I am going to be that 1% that survives lung cancer—the deadliest form of cancer in men and women in the U.S."

Rachael Doren-Meilenberg
Advocate

#CancerFIERCE

---

"My CancerFIERCE is giving researchers the tools to fill the gaps, innovate, and collaborate across disciplines of science and engineering."

Herbert Thames
Bermuda, MA

#CancerFIERCE

---

"I am inspired by the resilience of my patients...some live from paycheck to paycheck, have no transportation or can't speak English...and yet, they thrive under dire conditions."

Jessica Jones
Breast Cancer Resource Center
Austin, TX

---

"After treatment you don’t know what to do or how to put your life back together. Especially after treatment, there is no one to help navigate for you."

Julie Tan
Student and Lymphoma survivor
Austin, TX

---

"For more than 24 years, I have been an oncology nurse working with thousands of patients, including my father. My patients' strength and courage make me even more committed to ensuring they can access treatments and have the best possible care."

Dandie Johnston
Patient Navigator
Austin, TX

#CancerFIERCE

---

"Our biggest concerns are her nutrition, her energy and managing her pain."

Mike DelMasco
Caregiver to wife Shannon with stage 1 esophageal adenocarcinoma

#CancerFIERCE

---

"My life got turned upside down when I found out I had cancer. There is a reason why I survived this cancer and I want to use my experience as a beacon of light for all others out there who are just getting started on their cancer journey."

Jimmy "Taboo" Gomez
Artist and Advocate
Brent Fuqua Press

#CancerFIERCE
"I am inspired by the resilience of my patients...some live from paycheck to paycheck, have no transportation or can’t speak English...and yet, they thrive under dire conditions."

Jessica Jones
Breast Cancer Resource Center
Austin, TX

#CANCERFiERCE
BidenCancer.org
“After treatment you don’t know what to do or how to put your life back together. Especially after treatment, there is no one to help navigate for you.”

Jaden Fox  
Student and lymphoma survivor  
Nashville, TN  

#CANCERFIERCE
“On April 21st, 2017, I heard the “C” word. I turned to my faith and decided I am on this journey for a reason: to be the light, to fight, to inspire, and to show people you can do anything you believe in. I am #cancerFIERCE because I am going to be that 1% that survives lung cancer – the deadliest form of cancer in men and women in the U.S.”

Rachael Drazan Malmberg
Advocate

#CANCERFiERCE
My #cancerFiERCe is giving researchers the tools to fill the gaps, innovate, and collaborate across disciplines of science and engineering.”

Norbert Tavares
Bethesda, MD

#CANCERFiERCe
“Our biggest concerns are her nutrition, her energy and managing her pain.”

Mike DiMascio
caregiver to wife Shannon with stage 1 esophageal adenocarcinoma
Jimmy “Taboo” Gomez
Artist and Advocate
Black Eyed Peas

“My life got turned upside down when I found out I had cancer. There’s a reason why I survived this cancer and I want to use my experience as a beacon of light for all others out there who are just getting started on their cancer journey.”
“For more than 24 years, I have been an oncology nurse working with thousands of patients, including my father. My patients’ strength and courage make me even more committed to ensuring they can access treatments and have the best possible care.”

Danelle Johnston
Patient Navigator
Austin, TX
#CANCERFiERCE
#CANCERFiERCE
roadmap
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